Robust Empirical Bayesian Reconstruction of Distributed Sources for Electromagnetic Brain Imaging.
Electromagnetic brain imaging is the reconstruction of brain activity from non-invasive recordings of magnetic fields and electric potentials. An enduring challenge in this imaging modality is estimating the number, location, and time course of sources, especially for the reconstruction of distributed brain sources with complex spatial extent. Here, we introduce a novel robust empirical Bayesian algorithm that enables better reconstruction of distributed brain source activity with two key ideas: kernel smoothing and hyperparameter tiling. Since the proposed algorithm builds upon many of the performance features of the sparse source reconstruction algorithm -Champagne and we refer to this algorithm as Smooth Champagne. Smooth Champagne is robust to the effects of high levels of noise, interference and highly correlated brain source activity. Simulations demonstrate excellent performance of Smooth Champagne when compared to benchmark algorithms in accurately determining the spatial extent of distributed source activity. Smooth Champagne also accurately reconstructs real MEG and EEG data.